CHARACTERS IN GLASS HOUSES
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GEORGE H. F ~
MARCH 16, 1970
After trying out this paper on a fri e~
who worrj.ed me by saying that it lacked, what Ma~
Arnold called "high seriousness" I was lmpe~le d the last 48 hours to add to the paper an ep lgra~
an expanded epigraph -- one that wi~l, I,hope, ;up the fact that while ~uch of my hlstor~cal r :
may seem light and frollcsome or even frlvolo~ ~
the main point is in the gloom-doom apoCalpytl c_
favored by our experiences of the 1960' s and ~ . . . _
r hope r share to the full a sense that our Cl\:
zation may be doomed. In fact I had thought t~
this awareness is the basic "given" of my discus.;.
But if the paper does not establish this adequa-(as my critical friend's response indicated) t_preliminary assurance needs to be inserted. Tt~
epigraph I am adding at this last minute is fr cMatthew Arnold himself. It j s his description
what is meant by civilization. In a lecture a~
Oxford in 1857, Arnold spoke of the civilizati Fifth Century Greece, and his comments would s' be applicable to the rise of civilization in Arr==
The basis of Greek civilization, Arnold said ,
"the banishment of the ensigns of war and blood-'
from the intercourse of civil life.' And he we~
on to say that in a true civilization:
The private man does not go forth
to his daily occupation prepared to
assail the life of his neighbour or
to have to defend his own. With the
disappearanceof the constant means
of offence . . • society at last
acquires r epose, confidence and fr ee
activity.
'
To

description of what constitutes a c:-- the absence of swords, knuckle-duste_ ~
razors, or Molotof cocktails in da-lntercourse -- I'd simply add that another tes t the existence of modern civilization would be tr:
presence or absence of glass windows in buildi ng~
public and private.
~rnold's

s~clety
~lx-shooters,

Here endeth the epigraph.
my paper:

Here beg i nne .
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Some years ago I had a few hours to pass
in the city of Dublin and happened to wander into
a church on the north bank of the river Liffey,
calle d St. Michan's . In this church was an organ
on which Handel had played, and it was here that one
of his oratorios, Te Deum Jubilate, with chorus, had
been staged in 1745':'" TIT B1Jt st. Michan' s had been
there a long time before Handel, and in the course
of exploring the church I got a vivid momentary
glimpse into two phases of history, not just of
Irish history but the history of western man . Parts
of the church structure remain from the Dark Ages:
the underground vaults and the church-tower itself
with its vast windowless walls of stone. One enters
this tower today through an expansive doorway, about
16 feet in height, which my guide informed me, had
been carved into the thick walls of the tower about
1685 . Earlier, instead of a high doorway, there had
been only a tiny aperture, almost a crawl-way,
through which the parishioners would creep when they
were seeking protection within the tower at times of
invas ion. And 800 years ago, a river-town such$
Dublin, like the towns of southern France on the
Do rdo gne, lived under constant threat of marauding
bands of Viking invaders whose ships would sail up
the River Liffey to pillage, rape, and destroy.
Under such conditions a public building such as a
church had to serve not only as a place of worship
but also as a fortress -- its windowless tower was
built as a citadel and strongholo for survival. When
the Viking raids ceased there remained still other
threats to any sense of security, but finally, by
Handel ' s time, there was enough confidence to transform that fortress-church into a different kind of
structure. In the main part of the church at St.
Michan's, the ceiling was raised and, f : r the first
time, rows of clear glass windows were introduced.
Sunshine is not a specialty of the Irish climate,
but the day I was there, when the sunlight was
streaming through the windows and brightening up the
white painted walls and that 18th century organ, I
got a sense of what the term Enlightenment meant or
means . As that spokesman for 18th century attitudes,
Samuel Johnson, noted. in his rolling periods :
Thus . . . the first artificer in

glass . . • was facilitating the
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enjoyment of light, enlarging
the avenues of snience, and conferring the highest and most
lasting pleasure . . . (2)
I was later led to resurrect this Du b:~
experience by another small personal experienc e .
one that also involves man's use of glass. Th i~
wa s on the morning of June 5, 1968 when I was r Eing a newspaper account of the assassination of
Senator Robert Kennedy. My 13 year old son was
rea ding a different section of thc newspaper, a!:...:.
h i s attention had been attracted by a report wh:'
h e showed me. The report featured a picture of ;
powerful baseball pitcher hurling a ball at a p
of glass, a glass of some new type, that did noshatter under the impact. Suppose, said my son
Bobby Kennedy had been living in a dome made of
sp ec i al kind of glass; would his life have be e~
spared? I did not know t he balistical answer t
good question, but what he asked prompted me i n ~ :
visualizing a nightmarish scene in which a pre s'::'dential candidate appe ared on the rear-end-plat=
of a train. He was dressed in a Buck-Rogers-st-:plex iglass outfit and was trying to wave to the
voters. Events at Columbia University, Cornell elsewhere prompted an even more depressing visi _
of a university president rather than a politica:
candidate. Dipping into the future, far as hum~
eye could see, I had a vision of a commencement
ceremony. There, in the UC stadium, was Walter
Langsam, similarly garbed in shatter-proof glas s
trying to perform a kind of symbolic handshake ~
a plexi-glass coated Commencement speaker.

=-

These awesome visions, combining with
experience in that Dublin church, led to the wr' ~
of this paper, a paper which is not directly concerned with such lively topics as assassination
raids on off ices of university presidents (altho '- ~
these events underlie it) but with the role of g:glass windows, that is, in civilization. My in e~
gations have not really led to my answering my s _
specific question about bullet-proof glass; ins te-they have led into much broader considerations 0:
history and literatur e---into an attempt to show
what glass-windows have meant to societies and t
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individuals, especially to characters in works of
li terature. The scope of my topic is, in fac~,
much too broad to satisfy the scholarly conSClence,
and my ignorance of the technology of glass manufa cture, among other matters, makes this paper a
kind of school-man's h oliday production.
I can indicate my amateur status on the
subject of glass by admitting that even though it's
less than a two hour drive from my house in upper
New York State to the town of Corning, where Steuben
glass is manufactured, I've never even visited
Corning. Instead I visited the University library
the engineering wing, and worked my way through a
number of learned books. One of these books, prepared by some engineers at Corning itself, had the
challengin~ title:
"HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
GLASS?" (3) Not much, I admitted, but after reading
this and other treatises, I knew a little more. I
learned, for example, that primitive man used a
natural glass, obsidian, for spear points and razors,
but not, of course, for windows. About 5000 years
ago a process of manufacturing glass was discovered,
and various improvements were later introduced by
the Egyptians and the Romans. The invention of the
blow-pipe in 300 B.C. and later of a relatively
clear glass, led to the introducti on of window-glass
in Roman times. Thus Lactantius, writing in 290 A.D.,
remarks that "our soul sees and distinguishes objects
by the eyes of the body as through windows filled
with glass." (4) Window glass, the historians tell
us, was first made by pouring a hot taffy-like mixture
ov er stones, dusting it with sand, and cutting it
into slabs when it had hardened. Such glass-slabs
wcre much improved on when the Syrians invented the
process of spinning panes of glass off a blow-pipe.
This spinning process involved leaving on each piece
of glass a bull's eye or "crown," as it is called,
where the metal spinning rod had been attached--a
characteristic of most window-glass until the 19th
century--which could be 1 ikene cl ~ I think, to a navel-a glass belly-button--evoking the sundered blow-pipe
umbilical cord.
After the fall of Rome, the use of glass
for windows went into disuse for 600 years; in fact,
the use of windows themselve s, as the Dublin fortress-
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church illustrated, was reduced drastically. I ~
the Middle Ages glass was re-introduced, with
ing effectiveness, in the stained glass windows =~
churches. Their function as windows, of cours e.
was a special one, for stained glass admits a k =
of light but does not ordinarily allow for a v i
inside or out. These "storie d windows richly d:'--=.
as Milton memorably called them, were a featur e -_
public buildings, and their evolution was app

~~~--.

not accompanied by any extensive re-introducti ~
glCiI::H:J, otctine<l or unstained, In <lames LIe bu.Ilcl i :.
until the Renaissance. (5) By the late 17th c or-~
various technological improvements contributed - making the glass window no longer a luxury but
expected necessity. In England this latter d
ment coincided , oddly enough, with the imposit i
of a tax on windows. This weird tax was intro d
in 1695, reduced in 1825, and finally, in resp o:::...:.
to protests by Charles Dickens and others, in _ ~
was abolishe d. This was the year in which Pax
Crystal Palace was erected in London. During
150 years that the window t ax was in force, it s
effect seems to have been like cigarette taxes ~
our day. Some people do stop smoking, and some
house-owners did brick over some of the window ~~
in their houses. But most people keep on smok" despite the taxes. And the 18th and 19th centu= anticipate our own century in their emphasis on role of the glass window. One historian compl a~
that window taxes were responsible for Victori ~
Gothic a rchit ecture , in which window space is r ===~
to a minimum, and that this development, being
in America, was in turn responsible for the d ar~
houses of the Hudson River school in New York S7:'
and for some of Cincinnati's architectural mon s-of the later nineteenth century, much admired
our visitbg poet, Sir John Betjeman. But thi s ~
seems bad history. The Gothic revival was a f aof very complex origins, and moreover, did not gain momentum until after the abolition of the - Despite the temporary lapse represent ;
by the reversion to Gothic fenestration, the ge_=
evolution of architecture, public and private,
the past 300 years has followed the example of
church in Dublin. It has called for an enlargemc
of the space alloted to glass windows--a fact of

=
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than aesthetic si gnificance. This development h~s
been especially in evidence in 20tI:- century Amerlca.
The pioneer's cabin h a s been descrlbed as a box
with a minimum number of holes punched in it. (7)
W'i th the establishmen t of order and security, on this
continent, the box-lik.e bu.iltling s began to open up.
A survey indicates tha t in 1900 the averag e house
in America had walls of which 7% was glass. By 1920
it was 9%. By 1950 it was 18%; in 30 years, that
is, the glass ar ea had doubled. (8) Whether this
evolution has persisted since 1950 is an interesting
s peculation but one that I'll reserve for the end
of my paper .
As a postscript to this potted historical
s ketch, I should point out that I have devoted most
of our attention to the glass window. Strictly
s peaking, of course , a window does not require glass
t o be a window . The dictinnary definition is of "an
opening in the wall of a building for the admission
of light or air or both, and to afford a view of
what is outside or inside." This definition would
a pply nicely to the kind of fenestration one encounters
in the cave palaces of our western Pueblo Indians
who had windows of this variety but did not have glass
until the Spaniards came. Our word window is derived,
by the way, from t wo Old Norse words: wind plus ~
(~ meaning hole, as the eye of a need~ Our AngloSaxon word wind-hole stresses the admission of a ir,
whereas the Latin version~ fenestra (from which we
g et our word fenestration) stresses the admission
of li~ht (it derives from a Greek word meaning 'to
show' ).
Part II
Having given the historians their brief
innings, I want to turn from them now to consider a
s ampling from our men of letters , What role have
wi ndows played in our literature? In general when
we turn to our poets and novelist s , we shift from
the general experience of the group to the individual
experience of a character. Shakespeare, however, to
whom I turn first, offers something of both the public
and private window-views. Professors of English
l ove to hear it said that Shakespeare had a word for
ev erything , and they are soothed and comforted when
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Bank Presidents repeat the saw at University c o=~~
cement ceremonies and cite Iago's advice to Ro d
"Put but money in thy purse." In preparing t h:"~
paper on glass windows, however, I was discon ca-_-,~
to discover, via the Oonco rdance, that the wor
(window-pane that is) never appears in Shakes_ ewritings. He does not hav e a word for everyt :
it seems. But it was reassuring to discover, the Ooncordance, that he does use the word win-_
many of his plays and sonnets , although, as h e
it, the word usually means what we would call ~
shutter rather than a glass panel, as for exaK;~
in the magnif ic ent lines f rom Anthony & Cleopa
when the dying qu een ' s eyes are closed-by her
attendant :
Downy windows, close:
And golden Phoebus never be beheld
Of eyes again so royal! (10)
Windows here mean eyelids , the shutters of t h e
rather than the eye itself, the window of the ~
as later writers would have it. Yet our bard not let us totally down; elsewhere at times he
window to refer not to shutters but to windows now understand the term. Most topical, for o ~
purposes, is a scene in Henry VI, part One, in
there is an account of an outbreak of rioting ",_ _
involves the smashing of s tore-windows . The M~
reports the incident to the young king and hi s
counsellors:
Civil dissension is a vIperous wo r=
That gnaws the bowels of the commo_weal th .....
Our windows are broke down in ever7
street
And we, for fear, compell'd to shushops. (9)
In 1970, after six or seven years of watching s
windows being boarded up in Detroit, Cincinnat i ;
Avondale, San Francisco and other cities, Henry
part One, sounds familiar enough. In passing e_
noted that trying to guess the beliefs of the ma=
who wrote Shakespeare's plays is usually a poin :
pastime; but one belief he did hold beyond any
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shadow of doubt, a belief in order and a hatred of
civic anarchy.
In Shakespeare's plays there are many scenes
in which a window serves simply as a kind of stageproperty. It can serve, for example, as a meetingplace for lovers as in the balcony scene of Romeo ~
Juliet. Literature could provide thousands of
examples of the stage-prop window, but we shallhave
time for only two. Instead of a stage-drama my illustration comes from a story, Chaucer's great bawdy
story, The Miller's Tale, in which the crucial actions
take place at a window-sill. The parish clerk, you
will recall, Absolon, is madly in love with the
carpenter's wife, fair Alison, and resolves to woo
her by coming to her house just before dawn and
knocking at her bedroom window which, Chaucer tells
us, was "lowe upon his bowres wal"--so low, in fact,
that the suitor can stand with his breast against it.
The window-stage, is thus set. Fair Alison is in
bed with a university student, whom she loves, and
she will give no encouragement to the parish clerk.
When be begs that she will bestow upon him one kiss,
she agrees:
"The window she undooth, and that in
haste"
and presents him her bare backside to kiss in the
dark. Encountering the unexpected beard, the poor
parish clerk cries out with mortification:
Fy, alIas, what have I do?
--"Teehee," quod she, and clapte the
windowe to.
This window, Chaucer tells us, is a "shot-windowe"-that is, a window on hinges, like a casement, that
probably consisted of a shutter with a few panes of
glass on the top edge. This same window is, of course,
the scene ofihe parish clerk's revenge on his rival
when he makes a return visit, armed with a hot poker
which he rams into the bare behind of the university
s tudat who has pr e s ented it over the window-sill to
be kissed.

And up the wind owe dide he hastily,
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And out his ers he putteth prively
Over the buttok to the haunche - boon
My other example of s tage-machinery ~:
also, as it happens, a bawdy one, but featuri
sash-window rather than a shot-window . Sash w:_-____
offer special opportunities for stage-effects
a scene from Sterne I s 18th century novel, =-T;::.r..;;:,i~s~......
Shan£z, will show . The young boy, Tristram, =~
years of age, is in his bedroom and informs t h
of his need to relieve himself . The chamber-_
is temporarily absent from the IDom, so the ma:
Susannah, urges him to pass his water out the instead. It is a sash window, and because, a s
Tristram ruefully observes, "nothing is well h
in our family, " the window suddenly dec ends or:
like the blade of a guillotine, to the horror
maid who rushes from the house crying out: ,,is left!" Happily, as it turns out, the incid:. was more of an accident than a disaster, for t has suffered a circumcision rather than total
privation . And the incident prompted his fat
Mr. Shandy, to add a chapter to his book, a c
on sash-windows .

=.

After these demonstrations by Chauce_
by Sterne on how to use windows as stage-prop s.
other examples would seem tame. I therefore p~:
to consider other ways in which window::; have
in literature, more serious ans sober ways, i n
particular what might be called, if it does n sound too pretentious, their symbolic functio n~
The windows we encounter in novels ar~
poems are usually, as m~t be expected, private
windows rather than the windows of a public b _:-~-.
An individual, usua]W alone, i s looking out OL scene from a house or apartment, "a room with Eo
v iew" as E. M. Forster would say . There seem three recurring situations represented by writ e_=The first is of the insider looking out; the se
of the outsider looking in, and the third is o ~
insider being looked at .
The first is much the most common . Fr
the security of an interior we look out through ;
frame to a landscape. Thus in Keats' Nightenga E
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ode we have his "magic casements, opening on the
foam / Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn. "
Parenthetically I should mention that the term
casement seems to have more Romantic overtones for
Americans than for Englishmen perhaps because in
America most of our windows are of the sash variety;
(11) only recently have casements become relatively
common . Tennyson is another poet who used the term
casement memorably as in his picture of a man on his
deathbed watching the dawn-light illuminate a window:
..• when unto dying eyes
The casement slowly grows a gli~nering
square.
The haunting lines, by the way, were among the
favorites of Walter Keagy, late of this Club .
Our novelists also use window-settings
to frame a view, but with them it is often a cityscape instead of a landscape. Here, for example, is
onc of Dickens' rooming-house keepers, Mrs. Lirriper,
who is looking out at a dreary London street scene,
from her third floor window. She is concerned about
one of her lodgers, a girl, who might commit suicide.
The girl is in a second floor room below her and is also
looking out the window. Here is the monologue:
Norfolk is a delightful street to
lodge in, (says Mrs. Lirriper), but
of a summer evening when the dust
and waste paper lie in it and stray
children play in it and a kind of
e;rit.ty ~8.1m and bake settles on it
and a peal of church-bells is
practising in the neighborhood it is
a trifle dull, and never have I seen
it since at such a time and never
shall I see it evermore at sueh a
time without seeing the dull June
evening when that forlorn young
creature sat at her open corner
window on the second and me . • . on
the third • • • as the shadows fell
and the tide rose I could sometimes-when I put my head out and looked at
her window below--see that she leaned
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out a little looking down the
street.
Jane Austen offers much less of this sort o.f si _ than Dickens, but there is a characteri st ic vie'
in Emma when the heroine watches a village str e ~
scene and relishes its very dullness:
Much could not be hoped from
the traffic of even the busiest
part of Highbury • • . her eyes
fell only on the butcher with
hiR tray, a tidy old woman travelling homewards from shop with her
full basket, two curs quarreling
over a dirty bone, and a string of
dawdling children round the baker' s
little bow-window eyeing the g ingerbread.
Unlike the heroine of Sinclair Lewis' Main Stre""
Austen's Emma does not complain of the dullness :
fact she is "amused." And the author offers on:
of her saws: "A mind lively and at ease, can d.!:
seeing nothing, and can see nothing that does
answer. " (p. 211)
In these situations, what the window
vides is a frame for a picture; it sets up a k "
of distancing so that the world outside has so ~=
slight sense of unreality, or of reality at one
move. The framing leads to contemplation, obs ~-~~
reflection. There is a typical entry in one
Thomas Hardy's notebooks recording how when he
a ttending an anatomy class on First Aid he no t : that hanging on the ins ide of the classroom was human skeleton through which he could watch t he
outside the window where , in the sunlight, a cr- of children were playing unconcernedly. (12) F~~~
function as a novelist was to bring t he contras- items of foreground and background into a juxtaposition.

0=

The distancing of which I spoke may a: ~
establish for the insider some sense of security
variable proportions. Even in Matthew Arnold's
bitter poem of ignorant armies clashing by nigh.
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despite the sound of crashing waves and falling empires and the awesome awareness of anarchy loose
upon the world, one nevertheJess gains some small
sense of protection from being inside looking out.
"Oome to the window," says the speaker to his wife,
"sweet is the night atr." -- I have not done my homework on Freud, but I'm sure that our common experience
is that a room can be a womb symbol. And a room with
a window-view can provide all the warm and secure
comforts of the womb with the added advantage of our
being able to see a world outside without our having
to be engaged in it.
Windows in literature are, in fact, much
more often associated with women than with men. This
correlates with the roles women have traditionally
been supposed to fulfill--at least before they
migrated to America--to observe life and to provide
warmth ~~d security in the home for children and
for the adult male. In Virginia Woolf's best novel,
To the L~hthouse, the motherly Krs. Ramsey is associated with windows just as her husband is linked to
the lighthouse, a phallic symbol.
And if we seek to pursue Freudian associations one step further', one could surmise that
window-glass corresponds to a maidenhead. Shakespeare,
in fact, did employ this figure. In Pericles, a
whore urges that the prudish virgin, Marina, would
be much improved if someone would "Orak the ~lass of
her virginity and make the rest malleable." (13)
And to conclude these Freudian matters, one could
further assume that to work off aggressions by smashing window-panes, as mobs do, offers the satisfactions
of some form of symbolic rape.
I have said that the insider looking out
through a window is us~ally, in literature, a woman.
In many such scenes (unlike the cheerful one cited
from Jane Austen) the woman is not merely observing
a landscape; she is waiting and s~ffering while she
waits. How many hours were passed by Thackeray's
Amelia Sedley, the patient heroine of Vanit~ Eair,
at her window in Russell Square hoping for a glimpse
of her worthless lover, George Osborn ; or Miriam,
the heroine of D. H. Lawrence's Sons and Lovers,
waiting at her casement window forPau1 "Morel-fa come
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whe eling into the farmyard on his bicycle. But
waiting is only one kind of feminine frustrati oL.
That great and very busy woman, George Eliot, pbably did not have to spend much of her life wa~_
for anyone, but on other grounds she suffered 0=from painful attacks of depression, and when t ~
occurr ed she was apt to liken her life to a r o~_
bathed in the white light of a wintry lands cape
This same image recurs in her novels. Perhap s
striking is a scene in Middlemarch when the onc=ardent young heroine is returning home a fter a
trating honeymoon with her elderly husband , a c_-;~_
The landscape and rooms cape combine to convey a sense of her frustration in her "bow-windowe ...
boudoir at Lowick Manor:
A light snow was falling • . . and
in the morning, when Dorothea pas se~
from her dressing-room into the blu=green boudoir • • • she saw the lOnE
avenue of limes lighting their trunL;
from a white earth, and spreading w~
branches against the dun and motio n:~
sky. The distant flat shrank in un-_- ___~
whiteness and low-hanging uni f ormi ty
of cloud. The very furniture in t he
room seemed to have shrunk sinc e she
saw it before.
The experience here seems an archetypal one.
Bennett shows his heroine in The Old Wives' Tale
looking through a window at the snowcovered toWLsquare where she had grown up as a girl, and r e -that not for millions of pounds would she lead _life over again. And the experience is not re s
to women characters. In James Joyce's story, ~
Dead, the hero, Gabriel Conroy regards a snow- sc through a window as representing a kind of obli :
in which he longs to lo s e his painful sense of s~
consciousness:
Gabriel's warm trembling fingers
t apped the cold pane or the window.
How cool it must be outside! How
pleasant it would be to walk out
alone.
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And in The Secret Agent, by.Jos~ph Oon:ad, there is
a striking scene of London ~n w~nter v~ewed from a
bedroom window by the hero, Mr. Verloc. Verloc
is as wound-up as one of those executives in our
Hotel Sheraton advertisements, and as he is getting
ready for bed he yanks up the blind to see if the
view outside might relieve his pent-up sense of
irritatinn. Instead it has the opposite effect:
he pulled up violently the venetian
blind, and leaned his forehead
against the cold window-pane--a
fragile film of glass stretched
between him and the enormity of
cold, black, wet, muddy, inhospitable
accumulation of bricks, slates, and
stones, things in themselves unlovely
and unfriendly to man. Mr. Verloe
felt the latent unfriendliness of
all out of doors with a force
approaching to positive bodily
anguish. (15)
The second set of situations, the outsider
looking in, can also involve our experiences of
frust ration but here a frustration generated not so
much by what we think we have missed in our past
l ives as by what we feel we are being excluded from
in the present. When the outsider is looking in
through a window the spectacle he sees usually impresses him as a better world, a world that he
thinks would satisfy his crying needs. The classic
pattern here is the child with his nose pressed up
against the thick glass windows of a shop. On these
grounds the s tern Puritan, Thomas Oarlyle, had little
use for the poetry of his contemporary, John Keats,
a writer always in search of oral gratifications .
Carlyle dismissed him as a young man who wasted his
lifetime at candy-store windows drooling over swe ets
beyond his reach. For the insider, we have seen,
the window can prove an opportunity for vicarious
satisfactions, and without responsibilities. For
the outsider (except for the perverted voyeur or
Peeping Tom) what is seen from outside-Iooking-in
usually provokes dissatisfactions rather than pleasure.
OlJ1'" DArspecti ve in such scenes is of s omeone who .
~~,

~e

~c

~ay,

out

~n

the

cold .

Unt~~

the mob takes
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over to smash it, window-glass is thus a means
excluding the outsider f rom life's feast. (16)

0=

The classic example of the frustrate d
outsider is the hero of Tennyson's poem, Enoch
Arden (once a High School classic and perhaps s - -with us). The sailor, Enoch, reportedly drownein a shipwreck, returns to his native village ~
discovers that his wife has remarried and that ~
children have been happily taken over by the s e
husband. As darkness descends, Enoch, the lon e:~
returning wanderer, stands outside his house an:
watches through what is called "the ruddy squara happy domestic scene. His frustrating exper imight well be labelled: the Enoch Arden syndr
Joyce in Ulysses draws from it whenbe portrays
Leopold Bloom talking with a sailor who has be e_
seven years away from home, and Bloom reflects -himself: "The face at the window!" As Joyce
clear in a note, the face at the window that Bl
is recalling is that of Enoch Arden. (17)
The third situation of seeing through glass darkly actually involves not seeing but
seen. One of the most potentially awesome ways __
which this can occur is a fairly recent developand is not directly related to literature. The
invention of a kind of one-way-vision gla ss wh o
an observer can see through, without himself be : _
seen, offers up a number of possibilities. It s
principal use so far has been in education for -" servine children, or in medicine for observ ing
patients under psychiatric care . It al s o has b~
used, so I am told, by certain professional es ta ments in Paris where, for a fee, an audience CaL
watch s ome unsuspecting visiting client climbing
bed with his lady . (One might parenthetically
a recommendation here that the federally appoi n - ~
committee on Privac¥ might find a new and f rui t=
field to report on.)
So far as literature is concerned, t he
perspective of an individual being spied on thr
a window is much less common than the other two
perspectives I have discussed. There is one wr i-however, in which it i s unusually prominent, si ~- 
ficantly so I think, and that is Charles Dickens .
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My illustrations will be restricted to his writings.
Here is one from Great Expectations. One o~ the lliCiny
i ronies of that novel is embodied in its very title.
"Great Ex pectations" seems to promise a Horatio Alger
s tory of an energetic young man pushing his way up
into heady heights of suc cess, but instead the
narrative keeps hovering back over the pas t, a past
of unidentified guilt and of shame and fear. When
P ip is apprenticed to Joe the blacksmith , he is
filled with discontents and a sense of shame:
What I wanted, (he says), who can
say? How can I say , when I neve r
knew? What I dreaded was, that in
some unlucky hour I, being at my
grimiest and commones t, should lift
up my eyes and see Estella looking
in at one of the wooden windows of
the forge.
I was haunted by the
fear that she would, sooner or later,
fine me out, with a black face and
hands, doing the coarsest part of my
work, and would exult over me and
despise me.
Often after dark, when
I was pulling the bellows for Joe, and
we were singing Old Clem, and when
the thought how we used to sing it at
Miss Havisham's would seem to show me
Estella's face in the fire, with her
pntty hair fluttering in the wind and
her eyes scorning me,--often at such a
time I would look toward those panels
of black night in the wall which the
wooden windows then were, and would
fancy that I saw her just drawing her
face away, and would believe that she
had come at last.

A characteris~ic touch in this passage is the accusing
face at the wlndow.
It may remind us of the opening
scene of David COEperfield when the formidable Betsy
Trotwood.presses er nose against a glass of the
parlor ~~ndow and stares in upon the terri~ied Mrs
' ~hPperfleld, d~iving her to hysterics. In Copperfield
e sce~e has Its comic aspects (Aunt Betsy is the
goo~ falr~). But in Great Expectations there is no
comlC rel~e£ to the fear.
It is a scene that un-
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questionably had autobiographical significance.
principle trauma of Dickens' own childhood had b ~~
his menial employment in a blacking warehouse.
What is sometimes overlooked is that he was esp -appalled by his having to dohis dirty job in a
room through the windows of which he could be ,. ~~~-
by passers-by. In such scenes , Dickens is tap : .
the springs of what Proust called the "involuma.:::
memory." In other sc enes he sometimes stresse s
fear more than shame . Everyone will recall the
hair-raising scene in Oliver Twist where Fagin
Monks stare in through a window at the boy Oli
as leep in his seemingly secure haven on the 0
side of the glass panels.
Part III
This experience, so memorably pictureDickens, is one that could have an effect on one view of fenestration. When we sense that a winis not just something to look out through but a
device which enables others to watch us in our
supposedly privatA roJe s , we rAsort to curtains.
blinds, drapes, or shutters to reduce the hazare
of this kind of invasion. But if we sense tha~
those eyes watching us are not merely curious
are hostile and predatory, the drapes will not -~
enough. Glass is glass. In one kind of socie t7
it can give some sense of assurance about an i ~·
outside relationship. In another kind of socie '
this assurance breaks down, and man abandons g and reverts to the solid wall. To gain securi~
hopes that the glassless wall will shut out the
the Molotov cocktails, the snipers' bullets, or
earlier periods, the arrows of the Iroquois or
Viking marauders. And when man reverts to the s wall he also shuts out the light.
My thesis here seems to me commonplacE
enough, yet I have not been able to find much \~
about it. The most pertinent item I encounter ewas a speech by an American engineer given at a
research institute where the topic under discu s~
was: "Windows and Glass in the Exterior of Bu i.l._---'-!!I.
The speaker, Robert Cutler, took the line that
glass is an index of civilization:
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Glass as a construction material
has becn closely associated with
man's attitude toward his fell ow
men. In times of s tr ess, little
glass has been used. In times of
enlightenment . . • glass has been
used extensively ... Friendly, openminded man produced glass • . . Glass
has become a symbol of freedom, of
neighborliness. It is quite fitting
that the United Nations headquarters
building in t his time of stress is
sheathed in huge expanses of glass .
Man is determined that he will not
return to the darkness of the
cave. (18)
This speech was made thirte en years ago in 1 957 .
The analysis seems to me still accurate today, ht
about its optimistic predictions, I wonder. In
1968, in New York City, a new sChool-building was
constructed in which there was not a single pane
ofgLass--a kind of thick-walled brick incinerator
as someone called it. In my own city of Rochester,
driving along a road where new public buildings
have recently been erected, and seeing on one side
a synagogue that looks like a bomb-shelter and on
the other side a Unitarian church that looks like
a fortress, I wonder whether these kinds of buildings
will be the ones to establish the trends for the
1970 's rather than our Crystal Palac e-style United
Nations building in New York. A recent article by
Isaac Asimov contains a forecast ab out what life
will be like in the next century and offers the prediction that many of our suburbs will then be built
under the gnund :
The underground city will have as
it s chief advantage an utter freedom
from weather vicisitudes or day-night
changes. Temperature will be equable
the year round and th ere will be
neither wind nor rain nor snow. Welllit and well-ventilated, the underground
cities will be computer designed from
tr~~ 6 t~rt f o r rnt~onal~ty and comfort.
With the day-night cycle gone , the
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entire planet can eventually
be put on a Single 'planet time .'
(19 )

Professor Asimov apparently finds this prospec
happy one; I find it appalling.
But let me round out matters by comi ~
back to a scene from literature that relates t
part s of my paper, the public and private build:
It is from Mark Twain's Connecticut Yankee in - Arthur's Court. One discovery that the Yankee
is that there are many items a civilization t aKfor granted, items we learn to value only when
confront prospect of losing them--or, in this ~
case of the Yankee, of not having them. The na-~~
slits in the walls of King Arthur's castle were
wind-holes without glass, and Twain's hero fo ur:.:.
he was bothered by the absence of glass just as
Professor Asimov's windowless underground-subur
bothers me. As Twain's spokesman remarks:
(there was) no glass in the openin~
they believed to be windows. It is
a little thing--glass is--until it
is absent, then it becomes a big
thing. (20)
In the 230 years since the day when Handel pIa
the organ in that Dublin church, with the sunl_~
streaming through the clear glass panes, man h-~
progressively (although not always consistentlopening up his buildings to the sunlight. It =
be that such accelerated fenestration will no t
but for reasons not altogether reassuring . As
Kafka's fable of the burrow illustrates, there
be no hiding place down there, and in desperat .:.
we may go unheedingly on and continue to const ~
our glass houses, our glass shops and banks, ou:
glass public buildings. It may be, but, as suggearlier, I suspect the trend will be the other - towards the underground or the brick-walled inc_
: ____
As political and social animals, the results of
reversing the trend are obvious enough for us.
in literature, too, there would be repercussio n~.
The writer who reverts to the fortress room, wi~ ~
fenestration, no view of the world outside, of
stream or sky or teeming street, will record a
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d ifferent kind of experience from that which our
literatures have celebrated since the Enlightenment.
"It is a little thing , glass is, until it is absent-then it becomes a big thing."
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